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Track Following Control Using Nonlinear Model Predictive Control in

Hard Disk Drives

M. Taktak-Meziou, A. Chemori, J. Ghommam, and N. Derbel

Abstract— In this paper, a Nonlinear Model Predictive Con-
trol (NMPC) is proposed to control a single stage Voice-Coil-
Motor (VCM) of a Hard-Disk-Drive (HDD). Due to its fast
settling time and its robustness, this controller is suggested
to be applied for the first time to control a R/W head of an
HDD. To highlight the good performance and characteristics of
the NMPC, a comparative study with a standard PID control
is presented. The two control methodologies were evaluated
in nominal conditions as well as in other situations such as
disturbances and uncertainties on the plant model parameters.
In all cases, NMPC presents much better simulation results in
term of speed and robustness in the presence of unexpected
perturbations and parameters’ change.

I. INTRODUCTION

Research on Hard-Disk-Drives (HDDs) has undergone

significant development in recent years. The HDD assembly

consists of several rotating disks called platters driven by a

spindle motor witch ensures their quick rotation. The data

are read from, or written onto, the platters by means of

an electromagnetic Read/Write (R/W) head. A Voice-Coil-

Motor (VCM) ensures the displacement of the head to follow

precisely a desired destination track. A view of a typical

HDD is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: View of typical components of HDD[15]

The main objective of the HDD servo control system is

to maintain the R/W head precisely as close as possible

to the desired track of the disk (track-following function)

while information is being written or read, and to move it
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from the present track to an another specified track (track-

seeking function) to browse all the information subscribed

on the disk. This latter function should be achieved in a

minimum time using a bounded control algorithm. In this

paper, we are interested in the servo controller of the track-

following function. It is quite clear that accuracy, rapidity,

and robustness are the most demanding specifications to

satisfy in the HDD servo control system. Nevertheless, the

head of an HDD is a responsive component which cannot

be easily kept stable while reading or writing data. External

vibrations and chocks are the main factors influencing the

performance of the servo-system through increasing the

position error of the R/W head. In addition, due to the rigidity

of the HDD system, the movement of the head from one track

to its neighborhood tracks (track-following mode) yields the

generation of large residual errors. More details about this

fact are sited in section II.

Due to the system itself and its working conditions, different

challenges can be found in the literature arising the control

of HDDs. The main purpose is to build a robust control

scheme meeting the different specifications stated before

and leading to a smaller error in the positioning of the

head. Previous literature works can be mainly classified into

two major categories: The first category contains repetitive

approaches which aim to achieve the tracking of a periodic

path, the rejection of periodic disturbances, or both [1][2][3].

The second category gathers non-repetitive methods such as

robust approaches including H∞ control [4][5], sliding mode

control [7] and adaptive control [11], modern approaches

like LQG control [6] and classical approaches such as notch

filters, PID controller and lead-lag compensators [8][9][10].

Recently, some proposed solutions used prediction based

scheme for fast seeking control [12][13].

This paper deals with the application of NMPC approach to

control the R/W head of the HDD servo system. Recently,

this control technique has gained an increasing interest from

different research communities and was applied for the

control of a large variety of systems. These applications

include robotics [16], aerospace [17] and chemical fields

[18]. An overview of NMPC technique is given in [14].

The reasons behind the choice of this control technique are

mainly its robustness and ability to meet different constraints

and specifications on the systems’ variables as well as on the

control input. In this paper, NMPC controller is implemented

on the HDD servo system in various situations ranging from

nominal case to different conditions including disturbances

and uncertainties. To the best knowledge of the authors, this

control scheme was never been conducted before on a HDD



servo systems.

The outline of this paper is as follow: section II deals with the

description of the system and its dynamic modeling. Section

III presents the proposed controller design. The simulation

results are presented and discussed in section IV. Finally,

concluding remarks are addressed in section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DYNAMICS

In this section, the modeling of a VCM actuator is pre-

sented. The fast displacement of the head from one track to

another and its ability to remain in neighborhood of the target

destination track give rise to frictional forces and different

nonlinearities. As illustrated in Fig.1, the R/W head is con-

nected to a data flex cable. This latter generates undeniable

nonlinearities while its expansion and contraction action dur-

ing the movement of the head. The pivot and bearing frictions

are the primarily sources of nonlinearities at low frequencies.

All these factors generate large positioning errors and may

degrade the performance of the overall system. Therefore,

it should be necessary to take into consideration all these

nonlinearities when modeling the VCM-actuated HDD servo

system.

The mathematical model of the VCM actuator is given by

Mÿ+F(y, ẏ) = u (1)

where M is the system inertia. y, ẏ and ÿ denote respectively

the position, velocity and acceleration of the VCM-actuator

head tip. u is the control input and F(y, ẏ) is a nonlinear

function representing bias forces due to pivot friction and

the flex-cable. Based on the detailed modeling and frequency

response identification at low frequencies given in [15], the

nonlinear model of the VCM actuator can be expressed as

follows:

ÿ = 2.35×108u−6.7844×106 arctan(0.5886y)+Tf (2)

Tf =















−[| 1.175×106uy+0.01(ẏ)2 | +15000]
×sgn(ẏ)−282.6ẏ, ẏ 6= 0

−Te, ẏ = 0, | Te |≤ Ts

Tssgn(Te), ẏ = 0, | Te |> Ts

(3)

Te = 2.35×108[−0.02887arctan(0.5886y)+u] (4)

Ts = 1.293×106 | u0y0 | +1.65×104 (5)

where

Tf : nonlinear friction force (Nµm)

Te : external force (Nµm)

Ts : breakaway torque (Nµm)

u : input signal (V)

u0 : input signal when ẏ = 0

y : output displacement (µm)

y0 : output displacement when ẏ = 0

The control input signal generated by the actuator is bounded

at ±3V . We denote the tracking error by e = yd − y where

yd is the desired track to follow and y is the actual position

of the R/W head.

III. PROPOSED CONTROL SOLUTION: NMPC

SCHEME

The Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) is an

advanced control technique. Recently, this control scheme

has gained a big interest is given to this approach due to the

benefits that it offers in controlling a servo system, which are

mainly robustness and ability to meet different constraints

on the plant’s model. The basic principle of such a control

scheme is illustrated through the block diagram of Fig.2.

Based on the detailed step by step description of the NMPC

Predictor 

Optimizer 

Constraints  

Plant 
ッ憲 

Cost function 

ッ憲岫倦岻 検岫倦岻 

ッ憲岫倦 髪 件岻 

検岫倦岻 検賦岫倦 髪 倹岻 

結岫倦 髪 倹岻 堅岫倦 髪 倹岻 

堅岫倦岻 結岫倦岻 髪 伐 

髪 
伐 

Predictive controller 岫件 噺 な 橋 月頂  ┸ 倹 噺 な 橋 月椎岻 

Fig. 2: Block Diagram of the NMPC controller principle

approach [19], the technique can be briefly summarized by

the sequel. Consider a nonlinear discrete-time state space

representation of the system to be controlled:

x(k +1) = f (x(k),u(k)) (6)

y(k) = g(x(k)) (7)

where x(k) ∈ R
nx×1, u(k) ∈ R

nu×1 and y(k) ∈ R
ny×1 denotes

respectively vectors of the state, control input and output at

the sampling time k. f and g are nonlinear functions. The

control algorithm consists in the following four steps.

• step 1: At each time instant k, the future outputs of the

plant are predicted over a predefined prediction horizon

hp. The predictions ŷ(k + j|k), for j = 1, . . . ,hp are

determined using a model of the system described by

equations (6)-(7) and depending on its past behaviour

(previous control inputs and outputs values before the

instant k) and the future control sequence u(k+ i|k), for

i = 1, . . . ,hc, where hc is the control horizon verifying

hc ≤ hp.

• step 2: The optimal control sequence is determined by

minimizing a performances index. This latter is often

a quadratic function including the future control inputs

and tracking errors defined by

e(k + j|k) = yd(k + j|k)− ŷ(k + j|k) (8)

where yd(k + j|k) is the reference sequence to follow

assumed to be known a priori. The cost function J is



defined as follows:

J =
hp

∑
j=1

‖e(k + j|k)‖2
Q +

hc

∑
i=1

‖u(k + i|k)‖2
R (9)

where ‖x‖2
M = xT Mx. Q and R are the symmetric

definite positive weighting matrices, Q ≥ 0 and R ≥ 0.

The minimization of J is often performed subject to

some constraints on the control inputs and the state

variables. These constraints can be presented in the

form:

U := {u ∈ R
nu×1|umin ≤ u ≤ umax} (10)

X := {x ∈ R
nx×1|xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax} (11)

umin, umax, xmin and xmax are known constant vectors.

U and X are called the compact constraint subsets. The

main objective of the NMPC control is to obtain the best

future control sequence [u(k|k),u(k + 1|k), . . . ,u(k +
hc−1|k)] such that the output response is the most close

possible to the reference trajectory. The optimization

is in general a non convex problem because of the

nonlinearity of the plant model. Consequently, an online

nonlinear programming is crucial to find the optimal

solution.

• step 3: Only the first sample of the computed optimal

control sequence is applied to the system over next

sample period [k, k +1].

• step 4: All the previous steps are repeated at each

sampling instant.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS: PID VERSUS NMPC

In this section, the obtained simulation results are pre-

sented and discussed. For comparison purposes, a PID con-

troller has also been implemented.

A. Simulation environment

Numerical simulations are conducted in Matlab 7.9 plat-

form. For a comparative study, the PID parameters are

manually tuned to obtain the best possible controller’s per-

formances. However, since the predictive algorithm is based

on a nonlinear optimization problem, this makes it extremely

difficult to find an analytical solution. Thus, the optimization

problem for the NMPC has been solved using the MATLAB

routine fmincon including the considered control constraint.

The following simulation scenarios are performed:

scenario 1: Nominal case with noise

The purpose of this simulation is to show the ability of

each proposed control scheme to track a variable refer-

ence trajectory ranging from 0µm to 1µm. A measurement

noise, which is typical a white noise due to the position-

measurement techniques and/or sensors, is introduced to

create a more realistic model. The variance of this noise

is σ
2 = 0.9 × 10−4(µm)2. The tuning parameters of each

proposed controller are determined for this nominal case

and kept unchanged for all the rest of scenarios. Table I

shows a summary of the controllers’ parameters. Moreover,

the control input is chosen to not exceed ±3V which define

a physical constraint on the VCM actuator. This constraint

is also considered for all cases of simulation.

scenario 2: External punctual disturbance rejection

In this section, and for reasons of clarity to show the

disturbance effect and the controller rejection performance,

a constant reference trajectory is considered and is equal

to 1µm. Since a HDD always faces unexpected disruptions,

an impulse disturbance with an amplitude of 0.3µm is

introduced to see whether the controller is able to reject such

disturbance.

scenario 3: Robustness towards parameters uncertainty

(change in inertial mass)

While reading or writing data from the disk, the inertial

mass of the VCM actuator of the HDD cannot be perfectly

identified. Consequently, uncertainties on the latter parameter

(increases of 20% and 40% with respect to the nominal value

) are introduced yielding modification on the HDD model (1).

Such simulation aims to evaluate the ability of the proposed

controllers to compensate these uncertainties and keep good

closed-loop performance.

PID NMPC

Kp Ki Kd hp hc Q R

0.1 0.005 0.5 4 3 0.01× I 0.01× I

TABLE I: Summary of the parameters of the proposed

controllers

In the sequel, a comparison study of the obtained simulation

results is presented, and this for the different scenarios.

B. Scenario 1: Nominal case with noise

Fig.3 and Fig.4 refer to the results obtained in this case.

It is clear that NMPC controller shows better settling time

performances concerning the settling time and overshoot.

This controller has a very small overshoot compared with

the PID controller which generates a significant one. Table

II is a summary of the comparison performances.

Settling time (ms) Maximun overshoot

PID controller 2.07 31%

NMPC controller 0.33 4%

TABLE II: Performances of the track following controllers:

Nominal case with noise

C. Scenario 2: External punctual disturbance rejection

The objective now is to evaluate the robustness of the

proposed control approaches to compensate for unexpected

external punctual disturbance. As in the previous scenario,

the NMPC controller shows better simulation results in

terms of speed and recovery time, which can be defined as

the necessary time to regain the desired trajectory after a

disturbance. The obtained results are as shown in figures 5

and 6. It is clearly perceptible that the PID controller required

more time to converge on the desired output and generated a

significant overshoot which is not the case with the NMPC

controller. With the later, the rejection of the disturbance



is faster. This can be explained by the ability of NMPC

approach to predict the future behavior of the system. In fact,

when the punctual disturbance is introduced, the controller

anticipates the path to follow hp sample time ahead, hence

the convergence is faster and the recovery time is shorter than

that with a PID controller. Numerical comparison is given in

Table.III

Settling time (ms) Recovery time (ms)

PID controller 1.1 4.1

NMPC controller 0.18 0.4

TABLE III: Performances of the track following controllers:

Punctual disturbance rejection

D. Scenario 3:Robustness against parameters uncertainty:

change in the inertial mass

Simulation results of this scenario are as shown in Fig.7

and Fig.8. For uncertainties of 20% and 40%, the effect on

the output response and the control input, is much more

noticeable for the case of a PID controller. It is clear that

the response generated significant oscillations and required

longer time to converge on the disk track to be followed.

However, with an NMPC controller, the effect on the system

behavior with up to 40% of uncertainties is negligible. In

order to test the robustness of the NMPC scheme for large

uncertainties, we also introduced 100% and 200% of uncer-

tainty on the inertial mass (see Fig.9). Here, the response

is similar to that obtained with the PID controller in case

of 20% and 40% of uncertainties. This shows clearly that

NMPC controller is significantly more robust to compensate

uncertainties and generate good performance compared to the

PID controller. Table. IV summarizes some characteristics of

the comparison study of this scenario.

Settling time (ms) Maximum overshoot

PID controller 1.71 38%

NMPC controller 0.23 6%

TABLE IV: Performances of the track following controllers:

Robustness towards parameter uncertainties: change in the

inertial mass of 40% w.r.t nominal value

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a NMPC approach has been investigated

to control a single stage VCM actuator. This controller

was observed to solve a track following problem in various

operating conditions. The proposed controller was imple-

mented as well as a PID controller (for comparison reasons)

on a simulator of the system. Numerical simulations show

clearly the superiority of the NMPC controller in terms

of robustness and external disturbances rejection. Thus, in

different operating conditions, and with the consideration of

control input restrictions, the R/W head of the HDD can

be maintained accurately closer to the desired track position

satisfying the constraints. Further research effort will be

concentrated on implementation of the proposed controller

in a real HDD servo system.
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Fig. 3: Control in nominal case with noise (plots with NMPC controller): (a) output displacement,(b) control input, (c) cost

function, and (d) Computing time
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Fig. 4: Control in nominal case with noise (plots with PID controller): (a) output displacement, (b) control input
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Fig. 5: Punctual disturbance rejection (plots with NMPC controller): (a) output displacement,(b) control input, and (c) cost

function
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Fig. 6: Punctual disturbance rejection (plots with PID controller): (a) output displacement,(b) control input
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Fig. 7: Robustness towards parameters uncertainties (change of 20% and 40% in inertial mass): plots with NMPC (a) output

displacement,(b) control input, and (c) cost function
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Fig. 8: Robustness towards parameters uncertainties (change of 20% and 40% in inertial mass): plots with PID (a) output

displacement and (b) control input
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Fig. 9: Robustness towards parameters uncertainties (change of 100% and 200% in inertial mass): plots with NMPC (a)

output displacement,(b) control input, and (c) cost function
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